ZiPS Q&A

Q. What are ZiPS?

A. ZiPS is a projection system written by Dan Szymborski to project performance in individual baseball players.

Q. What does ZiPS stand for?

A. sZymborski Projection System

Q. That's lame.

A. That's not a question.

Q. OK, do you realize how lame that is?

A. Yes.  It originates from the Defense-Independent Pitching Statistics that Voros McCracken developed in 1999.  Originally, I was just going to do projections for pitchers, but the realization came that doing one without the other was really dumb.  Since it was the first attempt at a non-Voros projection system utilizing some of the discoveries in DIPS theory, I decided to name it in honor of DIPS.

Q. Why is the 'I' in ZiPS lowercase?

A. Because ZIPS looks like some bad shoe at Wal-Mart for little kids while ZiPS totally reminds me of CHiPs.  Which is way cooler for a reason I can't put my finger on.  I actually meant to call it ZiPs but I typoed it the first time I said the term and didn’t feel like changing it.

Q. So, how is DIPS applied to your pitching projections?

A. I try to predict future BABIP based on a number of factors - the knowledge, demonstrated by Voros, that there's a very strong regression to a mean for this number plus information about the pitcher's tendencies to pitch above his team, his natural BABIP tendencies based on information like handedness, whether or not the pitcher is a knuckleballer, and G/F ratio.

Q. How's the rest come about?

A. I use 4 years of weighted statistics (8,5,4,3) for players between the ages of 24 and 38 and 3 years for younger and older players.  This goes for hitter with 3 years mainly being used for pitchers.

Q. How does the aging coming about?

A. My ZiPS program generates growth and decline curves based on player type.  I don't try to find particularly similar players but instead large groups with similar characteristics, such as K rate for pitchers, Speed Score for batters, BABIP for batters, handedness, and a lot of other stuff.  I do list most similar players at times, but that’s mainly for interest.  

Q. Oh my God, my favorite team is projected to get 15000 games!  Are you the biggest idiot ever?

A. I'm projecting equivalent production.  A player with a projection of 230/270/400 is projected to hit that in the majors if he got that estimated playing time in the majors.  A correct projection could be 230/270/400 in the majors or 260/320/450 in AAA or 290/360/500 in AA, depending on the league levels of scoring and the park factors.

Q. How do you project league offensive levels?

A. Weighted recent years.  Anything else is just too damn difficult and it usually does the job.  It's either that or give all statistics in relative percentages from league average, which is kinda boring.  I like projecting a guy to hit 270/330/450, not +1%/-3%/+3%.

Q. How much do these projections cost?

A. They're free for now and for the foreseeable future.

Q. Can I sell your projections?

A. No.

Q. How accurate are the projections?

A. About as accurate (or inaccurate, as is probably the case with projections) as any other commercially available projection system.  The 2006 results can be found at
http://www.baseballthinkfactory.org/files/newsstand/discussion/2006_projection_results/

Overall, I'd give PECOTA the gold for 2006, but I think ZiPS would deserve the silver, at least of the systems that Sean Smith had access to for 2006 (Ken Warren or Rotowire or someone could've waxed all of us - I don't know).

Q. How is playing time calculated?

A. Based solely on recent playing time.  ZiPS, as a consequence, only projects injuries to the extent that the injuries were properly reflected by the previous playing time.

Q. Are platoon splits calculated?

A. ZiPS only projects platoon splits to the extent that the future platoon splits were properly reflected by the previous playing time.

Q. Is steroids included?

A. ZiPS only projects steroid play to the extent that past play reflects the same steroid use as future play.

Q. What about leadership?  Paul Lo Duca's way too clutch to ever play badly!

A. ZiPS are computer projections and designed to do what computers do best.  If one feels there's a truly compelling reason to ignore a projection, such as playing through an injury, or magic beans, or whatever, they should go with their gut and only use a computer projection as an initial objective evaluation, not a final prediction.

Q. What the hell?  Where are save totals?

A. I don't project saves because it's way too much of an opportunity-based stat.  RBIs might fluctuate based on hitting #3 or #6, for example, but nowhere near the degree that save totals would fluctuate between being the closer or the manager and setup.

Q. Why is such-and-such player listed with my favorite team?  He’s a free agent!

A. When doing the offseason projections, I want to include everyone I can, so I use the most recent team to assign the player.  Players will appear on their team with proper projections before the season.

Q. I heard from my mom’s friend at the whorehouse that Jon Switzer signed with the Red Sox but you have him with the Rays!

A. See previous question.  To save time, I use MILB’s rosters for minor league depth while doing the initial run of projections and then get caught up on small minor league transactions after the bulk of the projecting is completed.  I feel that fans of the last teams would prioritize seeing the projections before February over knowing the up-to-date Jeff Farnsworth projection.

Q. How dod you decide what players to project?

A. First, I do the 40-man rosters.  Then the non-roster invitees if it’s late in the winter.  Then unsigned free agents.  Then the guys that Sickels looks at if I feel they’re anywhere near being relevant.  Then random players that don’t fit any of these categories, like Andy Abad.

Q. Can you change so-and-so’s projection?  I think he’s better than that.

A. No.

Q. Why don’t you project so-and-so?  He may only be 17, but he’s already pitched 20 innings in the Gulf Coast League!  And he pitched in high school too!

A. Go away.

Q. If Mike Lowell has a great season, would it be OK if I send you an e-mail every single day telling you how much you suck?

A. No, thank you, anonymous person who is most certainly not named Rich Billings and who uses Yahoo.

